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REFLECTIONS is a non-profit making arts project which  

believes that art can provide a suitable forum for like-minded  

individuals to share their ideas in a positive environment.  

Now, perhaps more than ever, there is a need for goodwill  

between people, irrespective of their background, social  

position or standing. The purpose of 'Reflections', therefore,  

is to promote this aim rather than be a platform for  

self-interested personalities. 

 

Poetry and/or photographs should be sent to: 

 

REFLECTIONS,  

PO. BOX 178,  

SUNDERLAND.  

SRI 1DU 
 

Alternatively email to reflections1@fastmail.fm 

 

Work can only be returned if it is accompanied by an S.A.E.  

and no payment can be made for work published.  

Contributors should indicate how they wish published  

material to be attributed. 

 

'Reflections' makes no claim to the copyright of any material 

published. 

'Reflections' is published four times a year. 

 

Subscriptions: 

cheque or postal order (sterling), payable to 'Reflections' 

 

UK:        £1.10 + 40p p&p (£1.50 per issue) or £6 sterling annually  

Europe: £1.10 + 90p p&p (£2.00 per issue) or £8 sterling annually  

Other:   £1.10 + £1.65 p&p (£2.75 per issue) or £11 sterling annually 
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The  Spiral 
 

In the Land where the Fathers dwell  

Within the mind's high Citadel  

The sleeping children stir: 

Children of Brightness and Radiance 

Awaiting their moment in the dance,  

And service is the spur. 

 

How soft, how sweetly serious  

They tumble forth with Love for nurse,  

Each boy-girl intertwined;  

And down the spiral, soft as snow,  

Singing, laughing as they go,  

In constant movement wind. 

 

They cannot know, for they are young  

And from the Home of Lightness sprung,  

How long the dance will last,  

What each shall enter and endure  

If spirit shall remain secure,  

By shadow overcast;  

 

But willingly, with hearts of fire  

Pulsating to an unseen lyre,  

They take the winding lane;  

And who within the world of men  

Can answer, if they question when  

They shall come Home again?  

 

 
AMORATA 
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Each Return Of The Curve 
 

Each return of the curve brings us nearer 

To the heart of the innermost shrine 

Where the walls and the floor are a mirror 

Reflecting your image and mine, 

A temple resplendent of bareness, 

Hung heavy with strength, sublime, 

Shot through with our mutual awareness, 

Cut off on a summit of time; 

Divided, untouching, unseeing, 

Invisible bands of power bind us; 

There is nothing before or behind us; 

There is no more returning or fleeing; 

This hour is the last and the first. 

Take this cup from my hand now and drain it, 

Who have dared the last frontier to gain it: 

In this absolute instant of being 

Assuage all at once the long thirst. 

 

 

 

 
ANN  KEITH 
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A Heart-Shaped Stone 
 

On my pillow rests 

A heart-shaped stone… 

 

the rolling waters, 

strong piercing waters 

pull and push 

Lady Moon’s desires 

and Father Earth’s 

noisy quarrels 

that gave slow accident 

to the complex body’s line 

you’d placed carefully here. 

 

The much of nature-time 

swirled without complaints 

wrestled chattering stones, 

the slate and the flint, 

the shingle and shell 

blended in the salty sand. 

 

The life and death 

of the fisherman’s catch 

ploughed the sooty darkness 

for an abundant one 

when the form was 

being moulded in the depths. 

 

You worked the beach 

and picked up its form, 

indenting where my head rests 

poised and profound. 
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Sinking into the feathers 

it lies peacefully, like 

a tranquil afternoon of calm waters 

that you picked for me carefully. 

 

 
VINCENT  BERQUEZ 

 

 

 

 

 

A Logbook Of Wonders 

 

What on earth does Philip write 

Within his purple notebook lined? 

What on earth does he record 

When fascinated, moved or bored? 

What jots he all day and night? 

What wisdom gleaned? What knowledge mined? 

What does he with pen engage 

Upon the ruled and virgin page? 

 

What on earth does Philip cite? 

What theories turned? What views opined? 

Bless this ink that interweaves 

The world and all between the leaves. 

Happy he whose days are bright 

With words to muse and thoughts to find -  

Shining life, a jewellèd crown, 

With endless things worth noting down. 

 
MARTIN  CHOULES 
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Three Floral Sonnets 
 

1 

 

Bluebell Wood 

 

I walked a walk in nearby Bluebell wood, 

A wild flower garden arched by aspen trees, 

When sunshine casts its searchlight beam on these, 

We’re raised to God, the blessed and the Good. 

This is the home of Beauty if it’s understood; 

Art without Her will always cease to please 

Nor take Soul back to worship on her knees, 

As poetry, music, painting truly should. 

 

A painter came to Bluebell wood to catch 

Its wonder on his canvas in due course; 

Try as he might his skill could never match 

The magical marvel of Ma Nature’s force. 

He realised there was a limit to his power 

To capture the God-like beauty of that sacred hour. 

 

2 

Daffodil 

Easter Lily, named by those whose blooms we love, 

Golden yellow, surging wild in wood or field, 

They open fresh perfumed petals to yield 

To sunlight, shining down from high above. 

We wait for the sign of the peaceful dove 
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To save us from Noah’s flood when soul is healed, 

And our covenant with God is truly sealed, 

Mad demon ego receives his killing shove. 

 

Emblem of all that’s good in Christ’s Teaching. 

The Easter Lily shines as a floral light, 

The Christian way of Love is ever reaching 

The hearts of those who for redemption fight. 

This flower of Beauty feeds the yearning soul, 

Of those who crave salvation, and be made whole. 
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Rose Garden 

 

In my rose garden warmly  rouged by dawn, 

There grew white arum lilies shining too, 

Prinked with iris, softly clad in blue. 

Radiant roses glowed crimson like the morn, 

I strolled amongst the fountains; in my view 

Such Lady Beauty spoke as Being True. 

True in the sense that Art is Beauty born, 

To waken souls of men to God divine. 

 

My garden was the threshold to that place, 

Well enriched by brilliant bright sunshine. 

I felt the gently hand of blessed grace, 

That rose garden was truly Highest Art, 

A joy that moved me to the depths of heart. 

 

 
ALAN  JACOBS 
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Dreamscape 
 

I am the unfinished packing, 

The urgent departure, 

The destination unreached, 

The leaden footsteps. 

 

I am the cliff to climb, 

The appointment to keep, 

The worrying task, 

The problem to solve. 

 

I am the urban wilderness, 

The grudging faces, 

The scream of panic -  

I am loss and upheaval. 

 

But then, I am  a smile from the past, 

The unexpected reassurance, 

The momentary glow, 

The comfort from beyond. 

 

I tease, insinuate, 

Cajole, extrapolate. 

I ferret out the hidden, 

And make sense of disorder. 

 

Needy, I gobble everything 

And lick the plate clean. 

My digestion is eternal, 

My menu ever-changing -  
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Your cannibal, 

Your dream-life. 

 

 
ANNE  SANDERSON 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gifted II 
 

To meditate upon each Gift 

Of Grace -  

To ponder every thought 

Of precious moment -  

This time, this hour 

Evolves each sense in motion -  

Creation’s duty to perfect -  

Substantiate -  

Being 

 

 
LYN  SANDFORD 
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Alchemical Art 
 

I have danced the steps of pity’s woeful tune for too long 

Now as the sun’s warm rays fade from my face 

And inner anguish replaces my once calm gaze 

No tearful laments do I cry 

Or dream of how sweet it is to die 

But can only think, ‘I had to try!’ 

 

This world is an artist’s easel and we the paint 

Splashed on canvas at random 

Or as part of a greater design 

To express that inner joy we call love 

Whose velvet touch enlightens us from above 

And lets us know how unique we are 

As precious as the brightest star. 

 

I have passed beyond my wildest dreams 

As my soul ascends to heaven 

My body sinks into the black earth 

Until the sun’s heat consumes the atoms to the core 

A new truth is born to task the imagination of man 

And bend his mind into a bow 

That shoots forth an arrow 

To eternity. 

 

 

 

 
JIM  SINCLAIR 
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Buddha Poem 
 

You taught me to be here with my full attention, 

To cherish each moment as precious: 

More sacred than memory 

Or the dreams that tomorrow may bring. 

 

Today 

Is the milk that sustains us 

And in it is a beauty and wonder 

That I used to search for, 

Imagining it was far yonder. 

 

Today 

Is a flower in crescendo, 

Vibrant with the full colour 

Of all its yesterdays. 

 

Here and now, I am the sum total of all my days. 

You have taught me the mindfulness of being 

And I honour this, with gratitude and stillness: 

The song of you, present in the core of me. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

DEE SUNSHINE   
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Simple Living 
 

He dwelt in Rose Cottage, just a few miles from me. 

a fountain of knowledge that nature gave free. 

Living alone, ‘though saying “That is not true 

for wildlife’s my companions I can talk to.” 

 

His doctrine was easy, simplicity itself, 

never having had schooling or books from a shelf. 

Most days I would see him whilst cycling from school, 

usually out in the garden wielding some tool. 

 

He adored a chinwag, often calling to me 

with a shy invitation to come in and see 

some sprouting plant, or tiny nest with a chick, 

perhaps a sad animal he’d found feeling sick. 

 

He could forecast the weather from natural signs, 

the new moon would disclose whether stormy or fine 

during each lunar cycle that he’d appraised, 

invariably right; more than experts these days. 

 

The moorland and woods, maturing flowers and plants, 

with creatures God made, were all life’s bountiful grants. 

When feeling ill, the cures were those nature gave. 

He’d say, “Only old age would take him to the grave.” 

 

He lived from the soil, enhanced with meat from the wild, 

“Life is so simple,” he told me when a child. 

To live in contentment, with clarity of life, 

makes our humdrum existence appear one of strife. 

 
M. V. ULLATHORNE 
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Something There 
 

There is something there 

that needs writing about. 

lurking in the undergrowth of ideas, 

in the indistinct shadows of life, 

half wanting to be known, 

half an eternity of fears. 

Presumptuous, yet shy, 

pushing, yet reticent, 

afraid of the light and the fanfare, 

colourful, yet gaunt, 

seeking to avoid notoriety 

yet desiring the radiance of recognition, 

the refulgence of being known, 

the need to stay, yet to be gone. 

 

There is something there 

that needs writing about 

But it is ephemeral, 

indistinct in its doubt. 

Insubstantial yet seeking significance. 

Something that resists definition 

and its own destiny 

yet seeks elucidation. 

 

Something that is there 

with a gnaw, knowing stare. 

 

 

 
A.K. WHITEHEAD 
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Of Then - Of Now 
 

Today it is raining, 

the trees damp 

and beautifully pungent. 

I am again playing in a tunnel 

of rain-damp bushes, 

and mist-dripping trees, 

My uncle writing 

his Sunday sermon. 

‘Do not disturb.’ 

I tiptoe through the back gate, 

push open a dark heavy door. 

I am holding my small doll, 

and a handful of leaves. 

Now more quietly than a breath, 

I sit on the landing 

outside my uncle’s den. 

The clack, clack of his typewriter - 

then its strange bell. 

Through a crack of his door - 

the brown sweet smell of his pipe. 

I love my uncle, 

shows me butterflies - 

tells me about them. 

I have shown him my blue bird* - 

flying very low, over the little stream, 

at the bottom of his garden, 

how it dived into the stream, 

coming up with a fish. 
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Now as rain taps 

with a billion fingers 

such a soft tapping song. 

The pungent smell 

of wet leaves and bushes 

rides backwards - 

Synaesthesia, this crossover, 

I have been told, 

of sight, smell and time 

 

*Bluebird - a kingfisher 

 

 
MAUREEN  WELDON 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alchemical Morning 
 

A turbulent river of silver flows 

across a leaden sea 

to etch a line against a sky, 

steel blue laced with gold thread 

by the burnished disc of a copper sun. 

 

 
JOHN  LIGHT 
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When I Am Gone 
 

“For the greatest love of my life” 
 

When I am gone 

Six foot deep 

Beyond touch and sight of eye 

Then sometimes think of me. 

 

For your were the best of me 

Love, strength and purpose 

Fearless against engulfing terrors 

The bright light within the darkness 

Never questioning nor doubting 

Steadfast rock with the storm lashed sea. 

 

 
COLIN  IAN  JEFFERY 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Untitled 
 

Struck by the sublime stillness 

I breathe in reverberating echoes. 

Organic moulds on the edge of light 

regroup, rebound as always. 
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Serrated granite clouds above 

Sculptured mica sheets in layers. 

Silhouettes of tree-tops, chimney 

Stacks in between telegraphic poles. 

 

Receding sunlight strokes 

on wavering broken sky line. 

Refracted arrows and darts 

cross-cross grey-beige parchment. 

 

Impending lifelessness my gaze shifts 

beyond merging void. 

 

 
ROOHI  MAJID 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Frozen 
 

A picture of a penguin 

Bill on its chest 

Shy outstretched arms 

Essence of vulnerability 

 

 
JOHN  O’MALLEY 
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Web 
 

On that day 

we saw signs of beauty; 

early mist lifted 

by the flood of light 

revealed sparkling threads 

suspended between thistles. 

 

In the pattern 

of woven silk, 

the flawlessness 

of the shining web 

spoke to us 

of completeness. 

 

On that day 

deep calm found us. 

 

 
PETER  DAY 

 
 

 

 

In Haiku Measure 
 

Impurities cast 

Into the heart of the blaze 

A new beginning 

 

 
BOB  KELLY 
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